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Oblt. Kurt Wieland

Hecht Heinz PF 600,528

Jacket to KV 2/400, PF 600,528

KV 2/402

Kurt Wieland (KV 2/402)
KV 2/400-1, page 2

11-11-44 To S.I.S. re traces fort the Palestine parachutists and enclosing copy Report No. 1
on Wieland & Frank and No. 2 on Abdul Latif together with extract from SIME
covering letter.
20-11-44, 21-11-44 … Wieland and Mukarowsky
Quoting from Page 4
Major Robinson (AOB = MI5) …

↓

KV 2/400-1,Page 6

.. MI 19 …SIR re Lehrregiment Personalities – mentioning Uffz. Wieland
31-3-43
11-8-43

interrogation of Dietrich
Interim report on Gottfried Johannes Muller mentioning Lt. Wieland

10-1-44

Detailed Interrogation of Wafik Nassuh Zantut, mentioning Zulkifl Abdul Latif

11-10-44

Telegram from Palestine (A.O.G.) re unknown parachutists dropped

Extract from M.E. Security … dated 11.10.44 re Enemy Intelligence directed
against the Levant coast from Greece.
Gottfried Johannes Mueller (Müller)/ Georg Koniecny/ Friedrich Wilhelm Hoffmann (AOB,
Unternehmen Mammut)
KV 2/1736, KV 2/1735, KV 2/1734, KV 2/1737, KV 2/1738.
(AOB, The Mueller case concerned Unternehmen Mammut, an operation in Iraq in 1943,
which failed due to operational deficits)
KV 2/400-1, Page 7
11-10-44

B.1.C. (Lord Rothschild)
…
As you probably know, they have now been captured and we can shortly expect more details
from Mid-East. 19.10.44

KV 2/400-1, page 7

28-10-44

..Interim interrogation report of Delhaye re Abu Ali (AOOB, KV 2/228)

KV 2/400-1, page 8

5+8 -11-44 …Security Summary No. 205 dated 25.10.44 re the three parachutists captured
in Palestine ..
KV 2/400-1, page 9

Jamal el Hussaini almost certain identical with Jemal Effendi Husseini a prominent Arab
nationalist and secretary of the Moslem Christian Association and close adviser of the Mufti,
who is believed his cousin. etc. etc.
24 Major Rix This is Obstlt. Hermann Meyer-Ricks, who was born c. 1904. he was in Allepo
in May 1941 and was a member of the Armistice Commission which arrived in Istanbul from
Syria in July 1941. In the following month he was appointed chief of staff with the
Sonderstab Felmy, which was transferred from Athens to Caucasus in the autumn of 1942.
…
KV 2/400-1, page 11

Paul Aberle

KV 2/400-1, page 19

Uffz. Beilharz, a W/T operator in the special unit of the 2nd Versuchsverband Ob. d.L
Rangsdorf, which was sent to Kalamaki aerodrome near Athens in September 1943 (AOB,
KG 200??)
KV 2/400-1, page 20

Richard and Conrad Beilharz, two cousins, who were with Sonderstab Felmy in April 1942.
Richard was possibly in Russia in January 1943, while Conrad was sent to Libya between
April 1942 and January 1943, but later have gone to Russia also.

↓

↓

KV 2/400-1, page 22

Baden, Major von
.
He first came to notice in September 1940 when he was connected with some special
operation off the French coast, probably Brest. He was transferred to the Sonderstab Felmy in
autumn of 1941, but was not transferred to the Caucasus with his unit in October 1942, and
when last heard of in October 1943, was with General Kommando z.b.V. LXVIII
Armeekorps, Athens.
KV 2/400-1, page 23

Kohlhaas Lt.
Presumably identical with an Obersturmbahnführer Kohlhaas who was at Amt
Vi C 13 R.S.H.A in August 1944.

↓

↓

KV 2/400-1, page 24 Blanc page concerning index subject 25a

(AOB, This empty page indicates the fact that its real content being considered “still delicate”
and not to be published yet; in Sept. 2000; and there are quite some empty pages
incorporated)

↓

KV 2/400-1, page 26

… November 21, 1944 … It has been stated that along with these officers there were dropped
some radio equipment, a few arms and ammunition, explosives in large quantities,
considerable poison, enough medicine to last them for about a year, and considerable sums of
foreign currency and gold. Their equipment gives rise to the believe that sabotage and a
reorganization of feverish groups are in the making although it has not been learned just what
purpose of their mission is. …
One of these officers is believed to have been a member of the Mufti group and was an
Arab Lieutenant in the German Army.

↓

KV 2/400-1, page 27

…. Ogfr. Von Mukarowski about the German/Arab Legion…
KV 2/400-1, page 33

Heinz Wieland reported November 1942 officer 3 Kompanie Brandenburg Regiment. Pre-war
record and information from Muller (AOB, Müller?) known to you.
Deininger probably Feldwebel D of Palestine employed 1941 Bordeaux censorship Arab P/W
mails. Member Brandenburg Regiment.
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/400-1, page 37

.. Wieland Offz. Palestinian in 3 Kp. Brandenburg
Please notice P/W (Ogfr. Waldemar Weber: he was one of the wireless operators of
Schildkröte together with Uffz. Aberle, both captured during Rommel’s operations against
Tobruk and beyond. (AOB, Unternehmen Salam and Condor)
.. Abdul Latif Zulkifl Brother of Saaduddin Abdul Latif.
In charge of Arabic broadcasting at Radio Athens until June 1943 when he was transferred to
a similar position at Radio Berlin…
Your CX/885000/V of 12.10.38 shows that Saaduddin was closely connected with the Mufti.
KV 2/400-1, page 39

Wieland = Hering
Walther (or Schmidt) = Hirte
Abdul Latif = Maler
Salama = Cicero
Grand Mufti = Sultan

KV 2/401-1, page 43

..
A special examination of transceiver No. 537 and of the receiver No. SO NR 3 and the
spare components ..that they may have carried as many as four receivers and transmitters.
Berlin has been heard calling the party of frequencies given by Frank but no reply has been
picked up. Watch continues. (AOB, RSS?)
KV 2/401-1, pages 44 + 45

↓

↓

↓

KV 2/401-1, page 45

.. Frank, Olt. Werner Siegfried @ Schmidt, Hptm Walther @ Abu Ahsen
Eriksen, Knud
Mohommed El Hussain @ Frank August
German born at Haifa 16.12.17
Civil occ. Student of Law, lived in Palestine
1934 Joined Hitler Youth Movement
1937. Did Labour service in Germany (AOB, Arbeitsdienst)
1938 Visited Palestine then turned University at Tübingen
1939 Joined the Forces and posted to Luftwaffe Signals
1940 Joined Lehrregiment and served as W/T instructor
1941 Went to Russia and then to Yugoslavia. While in the Balkans met Wieland.
1944 Volunteered and became Signals Officer in Parachute Bn. Brandenburg
18.8.44 Went to Berlin to join the Palestine Mission. (AOB, here he met Sweerts KV 2/230,
PF600276)

Mayer
When Frank arrived in Berlin he was met by Mayer, together he went to Berkaerstr. 37 the
Abwehr I Luft headquarters Mayer Unterscharführer PF 600,276 Sweerts
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/400-1, page 47

..on Sweerts interrogation in Camp 020 report dated 8.10.44 on Pierre Sweerts enemy agent
captured Sept. 44. .. See for the latter: KV 2/230 PF 600276
KV 2/400-1, page 50 on the Frank family

..In 1918 the Frank family fled from Haifa with the last German soldiers and from 1919-1927
F’s father was at the German Press Office in Eger. ….In 1936 he returned to Jerusalem on a
short visit to his parents ….
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/400-1, page 50

.. the headquarters were moved to Zählendorf (AOB = Zehlendorf), near Berlin. In June 1941
Frank became a Wachtmeister (Sgt)(AOB, Warrant Officer) and an officer cadet. From June
to October 1941 F. was at the Signals department of the Lehrregiment’s H.Q. in charge of
communications with the Coys. In the front lines. F. states that this was mostly an
administrative H.Q.; orders for activities of various Coys (AOB, at Rietz). Did not pass
through their hands.
.

In Aug. Frank was posted to Woroshilowsk in the Caucasus but only remained there a few
days after which he was called to Berlin …
In Febr./March 1943 F. was recalled to berlin to take over a Signals Coy. In Tunisia but the
movement of troops in North Africa had been stopped and F. returned to the 16th Coy. Early
1943 the Lehrregiment Brandenburg became a Division.
KV 2/400-2, page 1

… though he still maintains that he will not discuss anything which might harm his country.
This means also that he will still not mention the names of any other Germans concerned with
the preparations of the expedition.
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/400-2, page 1 continue

A 40 Watt set in a case
A 10 Watt set but it became detached and never seen thereafter
A 3 Watt set
A small receiver He claims not have brought the sender (AOB, Radione?) The
receiver was an additional luxury for listening to Berlin without sending.
KV 2/400-2, page 2

.. On Monday, 4 September an evening farewell dinner was held, at which the folling were
present, the Mufti, Abu Ali, Addul Latif and some others ..

.. F’s account of the journey to Palestine now coincides with that told by Wieland. After
various delays because of bad weather they finally left Kalamachi on the night of 5/6 Oct. and
jumped from the plane at about 0200 hrs local time, landing somewhere to the S.E. of Jericho.
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/400-2, page 6

Lange Hptm. Member Abwehr met in the Balkans
KV 2/400-2, page 9

North Africa War Office 19.7.42. Personalities of the Abwehr Expedition Hoesch
Beilharz Uffz. Arabic Interpreter for Ic in Tripoli … Speaks Arabic and some English. Born
Jaffa. Formerly with 2 Coy: Lehrregiment Brandenburg. He came to Africa Sept. 1941 with
P/W Aberle.
Beilharz later transferred to the “ Laszlo Almasy” Party (AOB, Operation Salam)
↓
↓
↓

↓

KV 2/400-2, page 18

… W/T operator and W. suggested Uffz. Beilharz of the Lehrregiment…Berkaerstr. 37 …
I-Luft which had come under S.D. Amt VI C 13 (or Amt Mil)

…W. was taken to Adlon Hotel to meet the Mufti in his private suite. …
…the Arabic Section of the Brandenburg Regt.
KV 2/400-2, page 32

…In Kalamaki (AOB, airfield near to Athens) a Ju290 was waiting to fly on the other
expedition and Wieland thought it should have left on October 6th with themselves, but as
theirs was the last plane to fill its tanks on that day, the thinks the other journey must have
been postponed. ….
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/401-2, page 5

KV 2/401-1, page 11

KV 2/401-1, page 28

The information contained in this report is confined to matters relating to the GAF and its
main source is 27 year-old Lt. der Infanterie Kurt Wieland who, in the uniform of a GAF
Major, was captured ..ten days after his descent by parachute near Jericho in the early
morning of 6 Oct. 44.
Additional details have been supplied by a second agent, Lt der
Heeresnachrichtentruppe Werner Frank, who arrived in the same fashion dressed as a GAF
Hauptmann.
(AOB, Apparently, Wieland had been captured in a GAF uniform, making him a POW, not
fearing execution)
↓
↓

KV 2/401-1, page 28

Unit:
I/KG 200 Base Finsterwalde Place of start KALAMAKI
Type:
B 17 As far as could be ascertained the machine was used unchanged after
capture except for markings and removal of some armament
Markings:
German Cross except under the wings where the portions outboard the engines
were coloured yellow parts were dappled with green.
.
Crew:
Apart from the 2 members named above the crew consisted of an Observer, a
W/T Op, Flight Engineer, a Gunner and a Cargo-dispatcher.
page 29

After about three hrs’ flying …

He first came in touch with GAF for the purpose of Operation Atlas in March 44.
Through Sturmbahnführer Beissner of Amt VI C he met Oblt. Figulla. Adjutant of the
Geschwader K.G. 200 ….. Major Stormer, the Kommodore of K.G. 200 at Gatow the base of
the Geschwader ..
page 30

B 17 Pilot Fw. Pohl with Oblt. Kussmaul as Observer

KV 2/401-1, page 30

On 4 Sep. the B 17 took off from Rangsdorf after the German members of the party had
received GAF Frontausweise.

… The flight begun on 29th and landing at Parndorf near Vienna. They maintained a height of
100 m when crossing Reich territory.
KV 2/401-1, page 31

W/T Apparatus
Frank has been the Signals Officer of Regimentstab Brandenburg before …
40 Wat 90/40
Z.N Gerät Frank carried this set during his drop. This was manually supplied with
current
S.E. 109/3 battery set. Wieland carried it strapped to his chest when dropped.
If necessary transmission and reception could be carried out up to a frequency of 16
MHz on the S.E. 90/40

KV 2/401-1, page 11

(AOB, my very good friend Rudolf Staritz, once an Abwehr W/T operator, still living with
excellent memory (96), told me, that some W/T operators used their own “bug key”. When
they started their duty, they un-plugged the regular Morse key and inserted theirs instead.
Legal or not, what counted was sound speedy operation. Such bug key, operates mechanically
half automatic. When giving dots, due to this mechanical action a spring mechanism was
generating a train of dots. The art being, just in time stopping the dot sequence. Morse keys
being operated up/down, whereas bugs the paddle moving left/right; the dots given when
moving the paddle towards the right and dashes given when the paddle being moved between
left and centre position. Though, every dash had to be “given” separately)
KV 2/401-1, page 31

Kommodore
Stabsadjutant
Kommandeur I/K.G. 200

Major Stormer
Oblt. Figulla
Major Koch (No one seems to know what
happened to Gartenfeld)

KV 2/401-1, page 32

Wieland had previously made preparations for a mission to Iran known as Einsatz Werwolf.
In Aug. 43, after months of indecision on the part of Amt VI a party of Arabs and Palestinian
Germans assembled at Sarabuz in the Crimea, ready to take off and be dropped over Iran in an
a/c (aeroplane, AOB) to be provided by Gruppe Gartenfeldt, as I/K.G. 200 was then known.
…The W/T station which was to maintain contact with the agents after they were dropped had
already been set up and was in working order. (AOB, likely somewhere on the Crimea)

…. Although Wieland thought that they were to be dropped in the Caucasus this is by no
means certain ….
continue page 32

Petrol Shortage
In Sep. this years (AOB 1944) I/K.G. 200 were rationed to 80,000 litres of petrol per
month which would limit operations to 2 long-range and 6-8 short-range sorties.
KV 2/401-1, page 41

Lassig Stubaf. Gruppe VI F Leiter Amt VI-F Charlottenburg, Berlin Delbrückstrasse 6-8 Amt
VI-F supplies SKORZENY’s Amt VI S with sabotage material and equipment of all kinds …
KV 2/401-1, page 42

Siepen Stubaf.
Id/with S.S. Stubaf. Siepen, German aged 35-40. tall, fair hair with blue
eyes and small fair beard. Very placid man. O.C. (AOB, C.O!) of Havel Institute.
Information from C.I.C.I Persia Counter Intelligence Summary No. 24 dated 11.5.44 SF
52/4/5(2) Havel Institute
See: KV 3/104

See: KV 2/1734 – KV 2/1736 – KV 2/1735 – KV 2/1737 – KV 2/1738.

KV 2/401-1, page 43

R.S.H.A. Amt VI in Berlin
Berkaerstr. 32-35 Schnargendorf, Berlin
KV 2/401-1, page 48

Skorsczeny (AOB, Skorzeny), Verband or Stubaf
Head of Gruppe VI S at Freidenthal (AOB = Friedenthal) Oranienberg (AOB, Oranienburg?)
Völkersam (AOB, Völkersam?) Hptstuf. Ia of Gruppe VI S
SF 521/Turkey/1 (2)SF 5

PF 66372 points at Thorsteinson Icelanders: KV 2/123, KV 2/122, KV 2/121.

Backhaus Hptstuf Of Amt VI Liaison officer to KG 200.
PF 64717 points at: KV 2/2884, KV 2/2845; Josef Starzicny Polish/German caught in Brazil
in 1942

Koch Maj. Head of I of K.G.200 responsible for ferrying of missions. Relieved Major
Gartenfeld. SF 52/4/4 (12) points at: KV 3/247 and KV 3/248.
Chapman Edward Arnold, codenamed ZIGZAG burglar and expert safe-blower before
KV 2/456 – 462 – 455 – 461 – 457 – 463 – 460 – 458 – 459.

↓

KV 2/401-1, page 53

Otto Hans Skorzeny KV 2/403 PF 600544
Carl; Marcus, alias Marienhofer, codename Dictionary (Double Cross ??) Marcus joined the
RSHA as assistant of Kurt Jahnke KV 2/964 and KV 2/965, PF 600,900
Ostubaf Martin Karl Sandberger PF 602130 KV 2/105, VI A,
KV 2/401-2, page 8

Sonderverband Skorczeny (AOB, Skorzeny) PF 600,544.
KV 2/401-2, page 12

Kleinstüber (AOB, Kleyenstuber) has dropped out of the story completely … to avoid
mentioning his own cousin Dr. Walther Lorch. ..

AOB, we knew already that it was fraught because, since June 1944 he was engaged in KO
Spain and was nowhere else!
https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Operation_Atlas_(Mandatory_Palestin...
Diese Seite übersetzen
Operation Atlas was the code name for an operation carried out by a special commando unit
of the Waffen SS which took place in October 1944. It involved five soldiers: three who were
previously members of the Templer religious sect in Mandatory Palestine, and two Palestinian
Arabs who were close collaborators of the ...
View for MUFTI at GB-NA
KV 2/402-1, page 29

Another parachute expedition landed in Iraq in November 1944 was also equipped and trained
by the Germans in co-operation with the Mufti, and received similar instruction from him …
KV 2/402-1, page 33

… in which I have flagged the references to the ELIAS expedition which later called the
Atlas expedition.
↓

KV 2/402-1, page 37

… in our possession on Equipe ELIAS which consited of Wieland Lieutenant, alias Hecht
Deininger Adjutant-Chef, 3 allemands palestiniens
KV 2/402-1, page 39

.. Parachutists
Should be glad to learn whether decision not to proceed with trial relates only to trial
on charge of espionage or also to charges of any other kind, e.g. under Palestine Defence
regulation 24.

↓

↓

KV 2/402-1, page 42

…we shall look forward with seeing the report on Colepaugh and Erich Gimpel
(AOB, maybe also a most intriguing subject to be dealt with)

↓

↓

KV 2/402-1, page 43

..about the origins of Wieland en Co and Colepaugh and Erich Gimpel’s papers!!!
(AOB, KV 2/564)

KV 2/402-1, page 46

PF 600,838 Colepaugh/Gimpel KV 2/564
↓

KV 2/401-1, page 47

IRAQ
Further to Security 215 para. 5. Reinerrogation of one of the Iraqi parachutists seems
to confirm that the object of their expedition was to organise armed band …
KV 2/401-1, page 49

…Colonial Office reply implied in Palestine Government telegram to Secretary of State for
Colonies No. 221 dated 10 February which you should see. Telegram indicates decision in
Palestine not repeat not to proceed with trial and implies that you have been consulted ..
↓

KV 2/402-1, page 51

…It has been decided not to proceed with the trial as there is insufficient evidence to obtain a
verdict of guilty. S.I.M.E informs the prisoners will therefore be interned.

KV 2/402-1, page 53

…The Appendices to the attached report, which give information about the Brandenburg
regiment, Sonderstab Felmy, and the Regenwurmlager, may be of interest.
Copies have been sent to Section V and R.I.S.
KV 2/402-1, page 59

ELIAS expedition. This expedition was never dropped. Wieland was put in chatge of it
altered it to suit his own ideas, making it of a more military character. He change its name to
Atlas in August 1944, because it was no longer the same expedition and also because
everybody seened (seemed?) to know of it and was talking about it.
KV 402-3, page 5+6

Siepen …26.12.44 … and that the term Havel Institute was no longer to be used.
↓

KV 2/402-3, page 6

.. Maj. Störmer (AOB, He is apparently decarded, likely because now on friendly side, or
dead)
KV 2/402-3, page 13

… Siepen Stubaf. He was connected in April 1943 with the Estonia Legion Organisation. He
was reported early in 1944 to be in charge of the W/T section of Amt VI F/ See also C.I.C.I.
Persia-Counter-intelligence Summary No. 24 of 11.5.44.
KV 2/402-3, page 29

…F. spent the Monday night with his wife’s parents in Kirchmoser, near Brandenburg,
returning on Tuesday morning 22 Aug 44, to the Amt. Faber on of the clerks, telephoned to
the Havel Institute, Wannsee, the R.S.H.A. W/T Dept., to arrange for F. to go there. Faber
went to Heckershorn stop on the Wannsee?, where he was met by Hpstf. Hertenstein in
civilian clothes, who took him to Stubaf. Siepen head of the Haven Institute. Siepen asked
Faber what he wanted. F. was astonished because expected that all equipment would be ready
for him and that he would only to have to examine it. Siepen arranged for Faber to return the
following day when he could have a conference with the men who would help him choose his
equipment.
↓

KV 2/402-3, page 30+31

Security Checks
KV 2/402-3, page 6

Metter Olt.
He is an officer of I-Luft and first came to notice in Paris in January 1944, though he
had probably been under Gartenfeld at 2nd Versuchsverband Ob.d.L. Rangsdorf. He was
ordered to report to Gartenfeld on 24.1.44. He was presumably later sent to Italy as a
complaint was made to K.G. 200 on 1.9.44 by the head of Frontaufklaerungskommando 190
Luft in Italy, that he had, by his ill-considered and unjustified reproaches against Gartenfeld’s
outpost in Italy, the Sonderkommando “Carmen” severely jeopardised the good relations
between “Carmen”, the FAK 190, the Luftflotte and the Aufklaerungsgruppe.
End of Part I

